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Central Coating specializes in the custom application of EMI (electro-magnetic
interference) shielding using robotic & manual spray application methods. We work
with a wide variety of materials as well as manufacturers to ensure the proper material
selection for your application.
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These coatings are designed to provide EMI shielding on non-conductive surfaces
allowing you to move away from heavy metal enclosures to lighter weight plastic. They
also provide anti-static protection as well as surface grounding in various commercial
& military applications.

FORM-IN-PLACE (FIP) GASKETS
Our automated Form-In-Place gasketing process applies environmental as well as
conductive elastomer beads onto metal or plastic substrates. These highly reliable
seals can be applied to flanges as narrow as .035” & will replace your O-ring/PSA
gasket.
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The FIP process compensates for uneven surfaces & affords more real estate in your
overall packaging design. Most materials exhibit very good adhesion to both
bare/plated metals as well as bare/shielded plastics. Attenuation exceeds 75 dB
between 200Mhz & 10Ghz.

CONFORMAL COATINGS
Conformal coatings are dielectric materials that are applied to PCB’s to protect the
board’s components from harsh environmental conditions like moisture, chemicals,
salt, dust, & extreme temperature fluctuation. Exposure to any of these conditions can
potentially lead to corrosion and/or thermal/mechanical shock.
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Central Coating applies Acrylic, Urethane, UV curable & Silicone materials. These
materials can be applied in a number of ways, including spraying, dispensing, dipping,
or brushing. Each material possesses specific characteristics making them the
preferred material for certain environments. We will work closely with you to ensure
the proper material selection for your application.

508-835-6225
165 Shrewsbury St. West Boylston, MA 01583
www.centralcoating.com
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Michael Kennedy
mkennedy@centralcoating.com
978-821-1997

Larry Denefrio
ldenefrio@centralcoating.com
617-966-4502

David McCarthy
dmccarthy@centralcoating.com
781-738-0347
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LPM/ENCAPSULATION
Low-pressure molding is a single step process that encapsulates, seals & protects
electronics. It is a lower cost alternative to traditional potting as it reduces the amount
steps in the process & eliminates material waste as well as the need for a housing.
The printed circuit board (PCB) is simply placed in a mold set & polyamides are injected
to create a lightweight shell around the PCB that electrically insulates the components
& protects the electronics from moisture, vibration, & other extreme environmental
conditions. Part numbers & logos can be incorporated into the mold set as an added
benefit. This technology is also used for providing strain relief in cable assemblies &
wire harnesses. The engineered polyamides are available with heat dissipating
properties to help with thermal management. Materials are available in amber,
translucent, & opaque; contact Central Coating today to see which material works best
for your application.
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ELECTROMECHANICAL ASSEMBLIES
In conjunction with the services listed above Central Coating also offers
electromechanical assembly. Our expertise in surface preparation,
compounds/materials, & supply chain management allows us to support the medical,
defense, industrial, & telecommunications markets with engineered driven solutions
from the prototype stages all the way through production. We are your one stop shop
for electronic enclosures.
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COSMETIC COATINGS
From the prototype stages through production in the tens
of thousands Central Coating has the ability to provide you with a wide variety of
custom colors & textures on plastic or metal substrates.
Material selections range from two-component polyurethanes to ceramic based
coatings to more environmentally safe water-based coatings. Depending on what your
part/s will be exposed to Central Coating will help ensure that the proper material is
chosen for your application. Colors can be matched from your supplied sample or by
referencing a Pantone/Federal Standard color guide.

FIP GASKETS

GRAPHICS
When product identification & branding are a requirement Central Coating offers a
variety of graphic services including:
YAG Fiber Laser Engraving is your permanent marking solution on a variety of
substrates for bar codes, QR codes, sequential alphanumeric serialization, logos, etc.
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Inkjet Printing allows the transfer of high-resolution graphics onto a variety of
substrates. It utilizes piezoelectric drop on demand technology to create vibrant colors
& photorealistic images.
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Pad Printing is is practical on curved or otherwise irregular surfaces & can apply up to
five colors in a single set up. USP Class VI medical grade inks are available.

